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====== sanjayr I started with Google App Engine and loved it. I really liked the "multiple app domains" concept.

Unfortunately, it was buggy (and it still is) and I ended up moving to Heroku. For me, GAE is best when you have a
"monolithic" application - if you have multiple apps, then GAE doesn't give you much (if any) benefit. The lack of multiple
application domains, or multiple application servers, on GAE (that was the selling point for me, at least) is a deal breaker for

me. ------ bkrausz _You’ll never have to worry about the database schema as the datastore migrates data between tables_ While
this isn't necessarily a problem for most applications, this is one of the few places that Amazon's DynamoDB ([ actually

provides an advantage. It's designed with multi-table migrations in mind. I would also say that cloud datastores are more scalable
than local datastores. For most applications, you won't really notice any of the limitations due to the lack of multiple application
domains. Finally, I'd be careful about relying on AppEngine for data-intensive applications. You'll be running on an appserver

that's available in only certain countries at certain times of the day, and you won't be able to transition that appserver at will to a
different region. You can't have the durability guarantees that Heroku has. andreasklinger It's interesting that you describe

AppEngine as a SaaS Platform and also market your product as a PaaS. If you want to build stuff on GoogleAppEngine you
should really use the GoogleCore API. Main difference to Heroku: \- if you don't need a nice API layer: AppEngine will be free

\- if you need an API layer: you need to 82157476af
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